TBN Partners! Your impact is now being felt throughout the continent of Africa!

We are restoring the vision my mother and father started years ago by relaunching TBN broadcasting in the Sub-Saharan Africa region...

Sometimes you have to be bold enough to GO AGAIN for God. I learned this lesson from watching my dad. Throughout the years, I saw my father walk boldly by faith and have the courage to try something again after experiencing less than the hoped-for results on the first attempt. Right now—with your help—TBN is preparing to do the same thing! We’re going back to release the power of the Gospel in Africa.

Launching in South Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa is no stranger to the power of the Gospel. My father made great progress there in the past, blazing a path for Christian television. Though his vision was not completed in his time, we are now prepared to pick up where he left off.

I’m excited to let you know that this month we’ll be returning to the South African DSTV provider. As a result, we’re going to have the biggest impact we’ve ever had. DSTV is the largest distributor of Christian television in Africa. They reach key nations like Nigeria, Kenya, Uganda, and more.

Strategic Relationships
In order to have impact for Jesus in the critical continent of Africa, TBN is developing strategic relationships with some of the leading voices of the Gospel in the region. People like Ray McCauley, who has been preaching the Gospel for years in South Africa, is just one example of the great content we will be sending out over the airwaves.
“TBN is developing strategic relationships with some of the leading voices of the Gospel in the region. People like Ray McCauley, who has been preaching the Gospel for years in South Africa.”

**Boots on the Ground**

Our team will also be taking a trip to South Africa in the upcoming months. For me, it’s more than just getting the satellite feed running. What we do here at your TBN goes beyond just “pushing a button” from a distance.

We like to go to the regions of the world where we are digging deep roots. We like to see them. We like to experience the people—their beauty—and get the heartbeat for what Jesus really wants done to make an impact for the nation.

**Your Connection**

**Empowers Connection**

Great things like this don't just happen. We wouldn’t be able to reach the unreachable in far places without your partnership, connection, and resources. Your gifts, your prayers, and connection with TBN continually make it possible.

I know sometimes you may think, “What can one person do to make an impact with a goal as big as reaching the WHOLE world for Jesus?” The answer to that question is:

**ONE PERSON CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE!**

I am reminded of the story in the Bible with the widow who gave the little she had. From Jesus’ perspective, she gave a lot because it was precious to her. A little becomes much in the hands of Jesus.

---

“**I believe God has some powerful things He wants to show you this year.**”

You may never physically make it to Africa or to some other distant place. But the gifts you send do more than I can ever express here. I also want you to know that it matters to God.

You’ve empowered us to go back to Africa and launch Gospel television greater than anything we were able to accomplish in the past. Your generosity made it happen. God loves, so He gives. And you’re operating just like God.

Furthermore, I believe there are many TBN Partners who are beginning to move beyond legalistic giving. The more we are impacted by the Gospel of grace, the more our giving becomes something we do as an expression of love. We no longer have to give to please, manipulate, or earn favor from God.

He’s already pleased to give you EVERYTHING. In fact, He gave you Jesus, and with Him you already have received all things. From this perspective, your giving becomes a way for you to express confidence by faith that God has already provided for you.

**It’s Time for You to Go Again**

I want to close out this month with another word of encouragement. Just like we had to go back to Africa to launch, there may be some place in your life where you may need to “do it again.”

From God’s perspective, it doesn’t matter what did or didn’t happen in the past. The truth is, if He’s made you a promise in a particular area—that is all you need. Don’t be afraid to step out in faith again.

I believe God has some powerful things He wants to show you this year. I’m thrilled we’ll experience them together. I also trust that any adversity we experience will be overcome by the grace of God.

Laurie and I really do love and appreciate you. God bless you!

_Matt and Laurie Crouch_
“START YOUR DAY OFF WITH AN INFUSION OF FAITH, HOPE, AND GRACE!”

Prepare for your faith to be supercharged each day. TBN has an exciting new daytime lineup of exciting and inspiring ministers of the Gospel! New programs like *The Blessed Life* with Robert Morris and *MarriageToday* with Jimmy and Karen Evans will join your favorites like Joel Osteen, John Hagee, Joseph Prince, and Joyce Meyer! Tune in each day for inspiration from the Word that will surely give you a new outlook on life and expectation for God’s goodness!

**West Coast Morning Show Lineup**
- Joel Osteen | 7am PT
- Joseph Prince | 7:30am PT
- Kenneth Copeland | 8am PT
- Kerry Shook | 8:30am PT
- Steven Furtick | 9am PT
- *The Blessed Life* with Robert Morris | 9:30am PT
- *MarriageToday* with Jimmy and Karen Evans | 10am PT

**East Coast Morning Show Lineup**
- Joel Osteen | 7am ET / 6am CT
- Joseph Prince | 7:30am ET / 6:30am CT
- James MacDonald | 8am ET / 7am CT
- Joyce Meyer | 8:30am ET / 7:30am CT
- Creflo Dollar | 9am ET / 8am CT
- John Hagee | 9:30am ET / 8:30am CT

**COMING TO HOLY LAND EXPERIENCE...**

**Jesus of Nazareth**

Visit Orlando and experience the wonders of the Holy Land. Award-winning, spectacular live shows, artifacts and exhibits, replicas, and more. Exciting for the whole family.

**Order your tickets at HolyLandExperience.com**

or by calling 1-800-447-7235

4655 Vineland Road, Orlando, Florida 32811 | Open Tuesday–Saturday, 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Tell us your story of Victory

Here at your TBN, we want to hear about your experience of God’s hope and grace. Allow this powerful testimony to inspire and encourage you.

“By watching TBN, the Lord took away my anger and drug addiction. God told me to release my anger and stop blaming other people. This was my turning point. I started forgiving myself and other people. Now I’m so grateful that my joy has returned!”

-RJ

We love hearing your stories of victory. Send yours today to: prayer@tbn.org or use the enclosed prayer card.

JOHN GRAY WORLD

Get ready to hear the Word of God revealed in a refreshing way! John Gray will take you on a journey into Scripture truths, using an insightful, comedic, and outrageously bold approach to inspire you. Whether you’re laughing from John’s natural comedic timing or truly pondering the deep scriptural revelation he brings forth, you’ll surely be edified and entertained. Welcome to John Gray World!

Wednesdays | 8:00pm ET / 7:00pm CT / 5:00pm PT
11:00pm ET / 10:00pm CT / 8:00pm PT
**THE GOSPEL OF JESUS IS IMPACTING PAKISTAN!**

*TBN is making an impact in the nations of Pakistan, Afghanistan, and across the Indian sub-continent through JCTV!* Airing in a predominantly Muslim area, JCTV works under constant threat of persecution, yet the Gospel is being spread and broadcast through specially recorded *Praise the Lord* programs in their native language for maximum impact for Jesus. Also, due to desire for expansion and to reach more people with the Gospel, JCTV recently moved to the more powerful and popular Apstar satellite. The impact of the Gospel being delivered through TBN has matured many Christian leaders in the Gospel in Pakistan. They are now coming together to create a strong network and community of Believers. Thank you, TBN Partners, for your contributions, enabling these great advancements for the Kingdom. These precious people risk their lives for the sake of the Gospel daily, please keep them in your prayers.

CONNECT WITH TBN

LIKE ON FACEBOOK
/trinitybroadcastingnetwork
794.6k likes

FOLLOW ON TWITTER
@TBN
67.2k followers

FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM
/trinitybroadcastingnetwork
53.1k followers
“Fill Up on Hope and Grace!”

The 100 Days of Hope and Grace Journal is our “thank you” for your gift of ANY size this month. This two-sided book is full of hope and grace Scriptures dealing with life’s practical areas to inspire and refresh you. As you spend time with these promises, doubt will dwindle and you’ll get a clearer vision of God’s goodness!

For your Love Gift of any amount

Get the beautiful “Hope and Grace Mug Set”! This crafted ceramic mug set will be a reminder of the Father’s love toward you. You’ll receive this and the 100 Days of Hope and Grace Journal as our ”thank you” for your generous support.

For your Love Gift of $100 or more

“For Laurie and me, using these mugs in the morning is a great reminder at the start of the day that God is for us and He is good.”

To share and request these special resources, please send your Love Gift to TBN today: P.O. Box A, Santa Ana, CA 92711 or give online at tbn.org.